User Guide: DFB224 and DFB2426 Dual Function
Wrap/Unwrap Bit & Sleeve Sets

Retracting DFB Sleeve to go into Unwrapping Mode

Introduction
OK Industries introduces the DFB Series Wrap/Unwrap Bit & Sleeve Set. This
innovative product represents a truly revolutionary approach to wire wrapping,
by combining both the wrap and the unwrap functions into one bit/sleeve set. The
bit is precision machined for high quality wrapping in the clockwise direction,
but also includes the removal mechanism that is used to unwrap when operated
counterclockwise. The user can quickly and easily switch back and forth between
wrap and unwrap mode by retracting or extending the retractable sleeve, and
flipping the switch on the PTX wire wrapping tool. This product, which can wrap
or unwrap 22 - 26 AWG wire, enables the user to maximize operating efficiency
while eliminating the need to purchase and carry extra tools or bits for unwrapping.
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Product Usage
The DFB Series is shipped with the sleeve set in the wrap position. It must be
used in conjunction with a reversible PTX wire wrapping tool. To perform
wire wrapping operations, simply install the bit and adapter/sleeve into the
Scollet of the power tool, using the same method as a conventional bit & sleeve.
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To change back to the wrap mode, ﬁrst ensure that the wrap/unwrap switch on the power
tool is set in the WRAP position. NEXT, ENGAGE THE TRIGGER ONCE TO
RE-INDEX THE BIT TO THE PROPER POSITION. Then, pull the sleeve out
approximately ¼” and rotate the sleeve in either direction 180°, then release. The spout
on the sleeve should be in the 12:00 position and the sleeve should be locked in place.

Note: If you cannot rotate the sleeve, you need to pull the sleeve out further
before trying to rotate the sleeve.

OK Industries
To change to unwrapping mode, ensure that the wrap/unwrap switch on the PTX
tool is set in the UNWRAP position. Then, follow instructions in ﬁgure 1.

